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Abstract

Exploiting the exponentially growing genomics and proteomics data requires high
quality, automated analysis. Protein domain modeling is a key area of molecular
biology as it unravels the mysteries of evolution, protein structures, and protein
functions. A plethora of sequences exist in protein databases with incomplete
domain knowledge. Hence this research explores automated bioinformatics tools
for faster protein domain analysis. Automated tool chains described in this
dissertation generate new protein domain models thus enabling more effective
genome-wide protein domain analysis. To validate the new tool chains, the
Shewanella oneidensis and Escherichia coli genomes were processed, resulting
in a new peptide domain database, detection of poor domain models, and
identification of likely new domains. The automated tool chains will require
months or years to model a small genome when executing on a single
workstation. Therefore the dissertation investigates approaches with grid
computing and parallel processing to significantly accelerate these bioinformatics
tool chains.
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Chapter One
1.1 Introduction

The fields of computational biology and bioinformatics are growing in popularity
and demand. Research in bioinformatics and computational biology promises to
improve techniques for the prevention, treatment, and cure of diseases [7]. Life
sciences research increases the spectrum, demand, and the amount of
information generated every year [5]. The best example is the human genome
project. There are around 3.2 billion base pairs and 30,000-40,000 protein-coding
genes in the human genome alone [54, 55]. There are 401 prokaryotic genomes
in Comprehensive Microbial Resource (CMR) database [78] and European
Bioinformatics Institute has 53 eukaryotic genomes. This indicates the vast
amount of data associated with all genomes that are currently sequenced. The
cost and time of sequencing genomes is decreasing with techniques such as
shotgun sequencing [56, 57]. This led to sequencing organisms from different
phyla. The sequences put in the databases around the world are doubling every
six months [40]. The growth of the NCBI (National Center for Biotechnology
Information) database sequences is shown in Figure 1.1 [79,80,81].

Many areas in life sciences use the information generated by the genomes for
research [4]. There is an information revolution, and the data gathering of
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genomic sequences is increasing at an exponential rate [5, 26], surpassing the
data analysis algorithms, architectures, and per-node core memory to handle
such a vast amount of data [26, 40]. Some of the major areas of life sciences
where an enormous amount of time and money are allocated include
sequencing, discovery of new genes, gene ontologies, pathway analysis,
regulatory networks of cells, and microarrays. There is a massive amount of data
in various databases but there are not enough automated knowledge discovery
algorithms or dedicated architectures to mine this data [5]. The major challenge
of bioinformatics is to design computer algorithms and architectures to analyze,
interpret, and understand all the data within a feasible amount of time.

1.2 Biology Overview

This chapter introduces both engineers and biologists to some basics of biology
and engineering to better understand the problem this dissertation addresses.
The entire biological and hereditary information of an organism is possessed in
the genome. The genomes are made of DNA (deoxyribonucleic acid), but for
some viruses the genome is made of RNA (ribonucleic acid) [82]. The DNA in a
nuclear genome is made up of chromosomes. DNA is a double stranded nucleic
acid that is made up of nucleotides that carry genetic information. These
nucleotides are classified into two groups, the pyrimidines including cytosine (C),
thymine (T) and uracil (U), and the purines including adenine (A) and guanine
3

(G). The DNA is made of AGCT and in RNA uracil (U) takes place of thymine
hence RNA is made of AGCU.

The process of transferring genetic information from DNA to RNA is called
transcription. RNA polymerases are the enzymes which enzymatically transcribe
DNA into messenger RNA called mRNA. mRNA is used as a template to
generate the Amino Acid (AA) sequence of proteins. The process of translating
mRNA to proteins is known as translation. The study of an entire organism’s
genome and its genes is known as genomics. On the other hand the study of
proteins and their structure and function is known as proteomics. There are 20
amino acids in total and each amino acid is made up of three nucleotides known
as a codon. In eukaryotes, complex organisms including animals, plants, fungi,
and protozoa, the transcription occurs inside the nucleus and translation occurs
in cytoplasm outside the nucleus. The ribosome in the cytoplasm of the cell
serves as a factory that generates the AA sequences using the mRNA.

This dissertation focuses on proteomics. To better understand the problem, a
brief introduction of proteins, their structures and folding is introduced here.
There are 20 different kinds of AAs but they all have in common a central carbon
atom to which a hydrogen atom, an amino group, and a carboxyl group are
attached. Amino acids are distinguished by how the side chains attached to the
central carbon atom through its fourth valence. The biological function of the
protein can be deduced by the prediction of the three dimensional structure from
4

the amino acid sequence. A chain of amino acids is called a peptide and
peptides are the building blocks of protein structures. Protein structures can be
classified into primary, secondary, tertiary, and quaternary shown in Figure 1.2
[84, 85]. The primary structure is a simple amino acid peptide chain. The
secondary structures consist of alpha helices and beta sheets that are highly
regular, locally defined substructures. The tertiary structures are threedimensional structures that are spatial arrangements of the secondary structures.
The quaternary structure is a complex of two or more polypeptide subunit chains.

Proteins are organized further into smaller units such as motifs and domains.
Motifs are common arrangements or combinations of the secondary structural
elements. Domains are characterized as semi-independent three-dimensional
functional and evolutionary units of proteins [13,14,15]. Protein folding is the
process by which a protein acquires its three dimensional structure to achieve
the biologically active native state. Protein folding is a major intellectual challenge
in life sciences and biology that is yet to be solved [83]. The study of protein
folding is very important as misfolding can lead to various diseases. As there are
20 different amino acids that can be combined in many possible combinations,
protein folding prediction remains a huge problem. Hence the protein structures
are determined experimentally using various techniques such as x-ray
crystallography, electron crystallography, or nuclear magnetic resonance
techniques.

5

Figure 1.2: Different stages of protein structures [84, 85], Figure is courtesy of
National Human Genome Research (NHGRI), by artist Darryl Leja
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Figure 1.3: Domains of sensory box protein of Shewanella genome from SMART
database for potential domains

Protein domain discovery is another very important part of life sciences used for
protein classification, predicting protein structure, function, evolution, and
modeling [13,14,15]. Figure 1.3 shows the domain information of a sensory box
protein of the Shewanella oneidensis genome (referred to as Shewanella in the
rest of the dissertation). Shewanella belongs to the bacteria phylum and the 3D
structure of a sensory box protein is shown in Figure 1.4. Protein domains have
limits on their sizes, ranging from around 40 amino acids (AAs) to around 700
AAs, averaging approximately 100 AAs, although the sizes vary [16,17,18].

Different labs around the world are exploring various types of genetic information;
one popular field is microarray analysis and another is computational genomics.
Microarray analysis is expected to produce a peta-byte of data per year [40].
Microarrays can house the genes of an entire genome on a single glass slide.
The microarray technology allows researchers to follow the expression of an
organism’s entire complement of genes simultaneously in a single experiment
[74,75,76,77]. There are different types of microarrays such as gene arrays,
protein arrays, transcription factor arrays, and also DNA microarrays, thus
7

Figure 1.4: 3D structure of sensory box protein of Shewanella genome from
MODBASE database [61].
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populating the databases with a plethora of data [5]. Computational genomics is
used to study the evolution, diversity, and molecular mechanisms of functions
such as signal transduction.

The microbiology research group with which we are collaborating is interested in
solving the problems related to signal transduction in prokaryotes. The group is
interested in prokaryotic organisms, as they are simpler than eukaryotes but
sophisticated enough to adjust to environmental changes using detectors and
transmitters. One of the challenges in genomics is to derive relevant information
for complete sequenced genomes and this dissertation addresses one such
problem. This dissertation addresses the problem of protein domain discovery on
a genome-wide scale using various computing architectures.

1.3 Problem Overview and Motivation

1.3.1 Problem

There is a vast amount of knowledge that is yet to be discovered in the field of
proteomics to better understand evolution, structure and function of the proteins.
Domains are the key elements of the proteins that aid in understanding
structures, functions, and evolution of proteins. Currently there are around 1200
bacterial and archaeal genomes in the MiST (Microbial Signal Transduction)
9

Figure 1.5: The regions with arrows represent possible query unknown
sequences for potential domains

database [51]. There are roughly 5000-proteins in each genome; these proteins
have one or more known domains. The domains are identified using both the
Pfam (protein families) [64] and SMART (simple modular architecture research
tool) [32] databases by the HMMER tool. There are peptide regions in these
proteins that are greater than 80 AAs and for which no domains are identified by
the HMMER tools, known as unknown regions. These unknown regions lie
between two known domains, or between the start of the protein sequence and
the domain, or after the domain to the end of protein sequence as shown in
Figure 1.5. These unknown regions have a potential of being a new domain or
the result of a poor domain model and hence not identified by HMMER tool.

Discovery of new domains is a tedious and manual procedure. For example the
FIST domain [87] was discovered after months of research including hundreds of
profile searches, multiple sequence alignments, structure prediction, and domain
architecture analysis by one student. At this rate, it will take years of effort to
10

model all the unknown domain regions of a single genome. Hence the need of
bioinformatics tools and computer architectures arises to increase the rate of
domain discovery.

1.3.2 Algorithm

One practical way to find the domains for these unknown regions is to perform a
PSI-BLAST search on the unknown region to find the relatives or similar
sequences for this region. On all the matching regions from the PSI-BLAST
search, a domain identification check is performed using the HMMER tool
against the Pfam and SMART databases. PSI-BLAST and HMMER are robust
and sensitive searching tools that use principles of full probabilistic modeling to
build models from multiple sequence alignments [36]. PSI-BLAST is sensitive
and discovers new and interesting protein sequence alignments because of its
iterative functionality. The HMMER tool is a widely used and important tool for
protein domain identification. PSI-BLAST and HMMER are run on the query
unknown region simultaneously for protein domain identification.

Further analysis is performed on all the query sequences for which no domains
are identified in the above process. The MUSCLE tool is used to build multiple
sequence alignments and the HMMER tool is used to build the HMMs (Hidden
Markov Models). These newly built HMMs are searched against the non11

redundant (nr) database, until all the protein regions that match this HMM model
are retrieved. Then a final check is performed for known domain models in the
protein regions resulting from the previous search. If no known domains are
identified, this implies a potential new domain model is built. Now structure
predictions and domain architecture analysis are performed to define this new
domain model. All the above processes PSI-BLAST, HMMER, and MUSCLE are
performed manually right now, which is tedious and time consuming.

1.3.3 Challenge

The problem size is enormous, for 1200 genomes in the MiST database alone
and assuming there are around 2000 peptide regions per genome with no
domain information, one would have to run 1200*2000 PSI-BLAST searches and
perform HMMER searches on the protein regions that resulted from the PSIBLAST searches to identify domains. Apart from that, for all the unknown regions
for which no domains are found, multiple sequence alignments and HMM models
need to be built and searched against the nr database. The same approach can
be extended to the entire collection of known proteins available in different
databases around the world to construct a peptide domain database for all the
peptides along with discovering new and interesting domains.

12

This dissertation deals with combining the PSI-BLAST, HMMER, and MUSCLE
tools for protein domain identification and discovery. New bioinformatics
automated tool chains are proposed for domain identification and discovery to
enable millions of searches. The embarrassingly parallel nature of this automated
tool chain is exploited. This led to using cluster-computing techniques to increase
the rate of domain discovery. A brief introduction about computers for biologists
is introduced in next section to better understand the approach used to solve the
problem later in this dissertation.

1.4 Hardware Architectures Overview

The sequences in the databases are growing at an exponential rate [26], and
doubling their size every six months [40]. According to Moore’s law [27] the
number of transistors on a chip double every 18 months. Hence the growth of
single processor speeds (hardware growth) is not able to keep up with the rate of
sequence growth. The latest trend in processors is the multicore technology,
where one or more cores are fabricated on the same chip. The success of the
dual-core technology led to the development of quad-core or more number of
cores on a single chip [89]. The magnitude of the biological data is so abundant
that a single processor cannot solve it. This led to the use of clusters of
computers and supercomputers for sequence analysis along with hardware
accelerators such as Field Programmable Gate Arrays (FPGAs) and Application
13

Specific

Integrated

Circuits

(ASICs).

Many

biological

problems

are

embarrassingly parallel in nature, thus the use of a parallel cluster of
workstations is an effective solution [90]. One good example is the
Folding@Home project dedicated to understand protein folding to cure diseases
by using the processor cycles of the participants’ workstations around the world.
Addressing problems on a genome-wide scale is a grand challenge that can be
solved using High Performance Computing (HPC). Two such challenges,
understanding evolution and discovering protein structure and functions can be
solved only through use of high-performance computing [91, 92].

Traditional computers with a single CPU exploit serial computation. Serial
computing involves executing one instruction after the other in order, to complete
the problem. In the modern world of computers the size of the applications is
increasing at a much higher rate than the resources can accommodate
individually and the speed with which the applications should be executed is
becoming higher. These fast growing requirements of the life sciences,
engineering, database, commercial, and business applications and lower time to
market led to the development of many techniques of computing. One option is
to update all the systems available, which increases the cost. The second is to
use the already existing systems intelligently, where the need for parallel
computing arises. There is an immense necessity for parallel computing in the
latest world of computing technology and it is becoming the dominant technique
in achieving high performance. As the demand of the processing power
14

increased due to the advent of challenging sized problems such as weather and
climate, chemical or nuclear reactions, biology etc, necessity to reduce the
computation time arises. Parallel computing has emerged to compete with the
existing supercomputers [90, 92].

Parallel computing in a simple sense is to simultaneously use multiple
processors in a computer or multiple computers connected on a network or both,
to solve a computational problem in lesser time. There are two types of
parallelism: data parallelism and functional parallelism. Data parallelism is
concurrently running the same operations on different sets of data. In contrast,
functional parallelism consists of concurrently executing different operations on a
single stream of data [94, 95]. Some basic terms involved with parallel computing
are efficiency, speedups, bandwidth, latency, and task or job.

Memory architectures play a major role in parallel computers. Two major
approaches are shared memory architectures where all the processors use one
global memory and distributed memory architectures where each processor has
its own local memory as shown in Figure 1.6 and 1.7. The largest and fastest
computers now use combination of both shared and distributed memory
architectures. For example the cluster used for running automated tools is built
with Intel Xeon dual core processor with 4GB of RAM, as in Figure 1.8. There are
several parallel programming models such as shared memory, threading, data
parallel, and message passing. This dissertation also explores the computation
15
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time taken by the tools used for sequence analysis on single core versus multiple
core processors along with various memory architectures for performance
evaluation that are discussed in later chapters.

Traditional computing can be further divided into general purpose computing and
application-specific computing. Microprocessors are used for the general
purpose computing. Microprocessors perform a wide range of applications and
they are flexible. On the contrary they are slow for few applications that require
huge data processing. This is because of the architecture of the microprocessor
is fixed. Which means they include the hardware that can perform a limited and
predefined set of instructions present in the memory and execute them. This
results in high execution overhead in each operation, thus making it slow. In the
17

microprocessors, the software programs determine the computation, as the
hardware is fixed.

On the other hand, for application specific computing, ASICs or FPGAs are used,
which are used to perform the operations in hardware. The ASICs are designed
specifically to perform the operations in hardware. The ASICs are fabricated to a
particular digital design to perform an application and the design cannot be
altered.

So the ASICs are very fast and efficient in performing specific

operations for which they are designed but with limited flexibility.

The other

disadvantages of ASICs are high design and fabrication time, along with high
cost.

However, they are used in the application in which the speed is an

important design consideration and economies of scale.

The flexibility of the microprocessor and the speed of the ASICs can be achieved
with Reconfigurable Computing (RC) architectures. The main components of the
RC systems currently used are FPGAs. The advancements in the design of the
FPGAs lead to a drastic improvement in the RC systems. The FPGA basically
consists of the programmable logic blocks and programmable interconnects. The
currents FPGAs have static random access memory (SRAM) cells for
configurations, which improves the flexibility in the design. The SRAM FPGAs
are easily re-programmable when compared to one-time programmable devices
like ASICs or antifuse FPGAs.

Thus, the bug fixes or upgrades are easily

possible, hence providing an ideal prototyping medium.
18

The automated tool chain designed to solve the domain-modeling problem can
deal with multiple sequences at a time, allotting one sequence to a node or
processor. The embarrassingly parallel nature of this biology problem is exploited
to discover new domains for thousands of proteins found every year in less time.
When addressing a problem on genome-wide scale there are thousands of
sequences to manipulate. Thus allotting jobs to available nodes on a cluster can
become very important part of the research, especially when allotting jobs on a
very large scale on a supercomputer. The jobs are divided efficiently so that the
load on the computers are balanced so that no one computer will become a
bottleneck for analyzing data that is described in more detail in later chapters.
The next section presents the scope of this dissertation.

1.5 Scope of Dissertation

Chapter one introduces the reader to basic concepts of biology and computers
along with the problem overview and challenge. Chapter two discussed the
background, literature review, and some related work. Chapter two also
describes the algorithms of the tools used to build the automated tool chain to
solve the domain-modeling problem. The automated tool chain designs for
domain identification, verification, and discovery are described in chapter three
along with the various databases designed to reduce the computation time.
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Chapter four illustrates the biological results obtained for Shewanella and
Escherichia coli (referred to as E.coli from here on) genomes. Chapter five
describes some performance metrics, threading issues, job mapping algorithms,
and computation times. Finally chapter six concludes with contributions,
conclusions, and proposed future work to further enhance the automated tool
chains that was beyond the scope of this dissertation.
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Chapter Two
Literature Review

This chapter describes the basic concepts of biology required for protein domain
modeling, such as sequence alignments, profile searches, multiple alignments,
and secondary structure predictions. This chapter explains the essential steps
involved in understanding the biological problem of interest. The key concepts of
algorithmic and architectural advancements of the bioinformatics tools such as
BLAST and HMMER used to design the automated tool chains for protein
domain modeling are explored further.

2.1 Biological Background

This dissertation deals with important areas of proteomics such as sequence
alignments, multiple sequence alignments, HMMs, and domain identification that
are the key elements for protein domain modeling along with secondary protein
structure prediction for verification. The rest of the section explains the key
elements, algorithms, and tools used to build the automated tool chain for protein
domain modeling.
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2.1.1 Sequence Alignments

Sequence similarities may be the consequence of structural, functional, and
evolutionary relationships between the sequences. From the alignment of two
sequences one can infer the evolutionary relationship, functional domains shared
between proteins, and transcription-factor binding sites for DNA sequences. The
functional and evolutionary diversity can be recognized from distant sequence
relationships.

There are two types of sequence alignments,
a. Pair-wise sequence alignment: two DNA or protein sequences are
compared by searching for series of individual characters or character
patterns that are common.
b. Multiple sequence alignment: a nucleotide or protein sequence is
compared with two or more sequences to identify regions of similarity.

The pair-wise sequence alignments are further classified into global alignments
and local alignments. In global alignment, the full length of the sequence is
aligned using all sequence characters. On the other hand, local alignment is
concentrated on the stretches of sequences with the highest density of matches.
Figure 2.1 illustrates global and local alignments. Three principle methods of
pair-wise sequence alignments used in common are dot matrix analysis, dynamic
programming, and word or k-tuple methods.
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Figure 2.1: Distinction between global and local alignments of protein sequences

The dot matrix method is considered to be the first choice for pairwise alignments
unless two sequences are known to be similar, because for its graphical display
as in Figure 2.2. This method is time consuming to analyze large sequences, but
good for revealing the presence of insertions, deletions, and repeats. The dot
matrix plot is constructed using two sequences that are to be matched. The top
most row and the left most column of the matrix are populated using the two
sequences. A dot is placed at a point where the characters in the appropriate
column match. Very closely related sequences will appear as a single line along
the matrix’s diagonal in the dot matrix plot as shown in Figure 2.2.
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Figure 2.2: Dot plot of a human zinc finger transcription factor [120]
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Needleman and Wunch [11] were first to use dynamic programming algorithm for
global alignment of protein sequences. Smith and Waterman [10] were first to
use dynamic programming algorithm for local alignment [7]. Matching all possible
pairs of characters between the sequences by using a scoring scheme for
matches, mismatches, and gaps generate the alignment. This procedure
generates a matrix of numbers and the highest set of sequential scores in the
matrix defines the optimal alignment. This matrix looks like a normal matrix of
numbers but aligning two sequences one along the vertical axis and other along
the horizontal axis as shown in Figure 2.3. For DNA and RNA alignments, a
positive match score, a negative mismatch score, and a negative gap penalty are
used for building the matrix. For proteins, a substitution matrix such as the
percent accepted mutation matrix 250 (PAM250) [59] or the blosum substitution
matrix 62 (BLOSUM62) [58], are used to score matches and mismatches to build
the matrix. The dynamic programming algorithm generates optimal alignments at
the cost of more time due to the large number of computational steps.

The word or k-tuple method is heuristic [7]. First, a search is performed to identify
short stretches of nonoverlapping subsequences known as word or k-tuple
between sequences. These words are used to join into alignment using the
dynamic programming method. This method is not guaranteed to find an optimal
solution but is significantly faster, efficient, and statistically reliable to provide the
best scoring alignment possible. The fast nature of this method has made it
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Figure 2.3: The BLOSUM62 matrix [58].

suitable to search an entire database of sequences for similarities. The following
section discusses various tools available for finding sequence similarities.

2.2 Pair-Wise Sequence Alignment Algorithms and Tools

Sequence alignment algorithms are one of the most widely used algorithms in
bioinformatics for finding functional, structural, or evolutionary relationships
between sequences [21]. Some popular sequence alignment algorithms include
dot matrix [9], Smith Waterman [10], Needleman and Wunch [11], FASTA [12],
and BLAST (Basic Local Alignment Search Tool) [1,2]. These sequence
alignment algorithms use optimized methods such as dynamic programming,
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heuristic, and probabilistic as a backbone to search huge genomic databases [7].
The sequence alignment tools such as Smith Waterman, Needleman and Wunch
use dynamic programming, BLAST use heuristic methods, and HMMER use
probabilistic methods. The most popular and widely used sequence-searching
algorithm is the BLAST algorithm because of its speed, efficiency, and sensitivity
[2,7]. This dissertation uses the BLAST suite for generating the protein sequence
similarities that are described in the following section.

2.2.1 BLAST Algorithm

The BLAST algorithm is a heuristic method used for sequence similarity search.
BLAST [1] is faster than dynamic programming methods and FASTA [70], while
at the same time is also considered to be as sensitive [7]. The BLAST tool is
publicly available through the NCBI (National Center for Biotechnology
Information) website and also available through a number of other websites, thus
making it more popular than other sequence alignment search algorithms [1,2].
The BLAST algorithm first generates the common words or k-tuples in the query
sequence and each database sequence. The length of each word is 3 amino
acids (e.g. LEA) for proteins and 11 nucleotides (e.g. ATTCGGATCGA) for DNA
sequences. The alignment score is calculated using substitution matrices such
as Blosum62 [58] or PAM250 [59], for the match between the words of the query
sequence and database sequences [7]. This score should be high enough for
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significant matches but not too high to miss short but significant patterns [1]. The
BLAST algorithm can be used for both gapped and ungapped sequence
alignment searches. The newer gapped alignment searches are more popular,
as it runs at approximately three times the speed of the original BLAST [2]. Once
the significant words are detected, the query sequence is expanded. A cut-off
score is used as a threshold to pick the most significant matches. Then the
alignments are extended on either direction of the matching words along the
sequence as long as the score increases; the extension process is stopped once
the score is decreasing thus forming a high scoring segment pair (HSP). In the
recent gapped BLAST [2], the threshold was decreased and sequence alignment
was only extended if two significant words are lying on the same diagonal (see
Figure 2.4) and within a specified distance, thus increasing efficiency of BLAST.
Then based on the statistical significance and expected value ‘E’ (“the E value is
the chance that a score as high as the one observed between two sequences will
be found by chance in a search of a database of size D” [7]) the final alignments
matches are outputted to the results file.

2.2.2 BLAST Suite
The BLAST suite provided by NCBI has different types of BLAST searching
programs for different types of protein and nucleotide databases as shown in
Table 2.1.
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Query sequence

Database sequence

Figure 2.4: Scoring diagonal in BLAST algorithm
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Table 2.1: BLAST programs.
Program

Query sequence

Database

BLASTP

Protein

Protein

BLASTN

Nucleotide

Nucleotide

BLASTX

Translated nucleotide

Protein

BLASTN

Protein

Translated nucleotide

TBLASTX

Translated nucleotide

Translated nucleotide

The NCBI databases consist of protein sequences and nucleotide sequences for
different organism and genomes from various public and independent resources
in the world. Some popular sequence databases other than NCBI are SwissProt
[71], European Molecular Biology Laboratory (EMBL) [72], and the DNA
Databank of Japan (DDBJ) [73]. The NCBI databases also consist of conserved
domain databases (CDD). The exponential growth of sequences in the NCBI
database is shown in Figure 1.1.

DNA sequences have only four bases, whereas protein sequences consists of 20
amino acids (AAs), thus resulting in a larger variety of sequence characters in
proteins. This increased complexity makes it easier to detect patterns of
sequence similarity between protein sequences when compared to DNA
sequences [7]. Thus protein sequence database searches yield more significant
matches when compared to DNA sequence databases for a specific protein
sequence [8].
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2.2.3 PSI-BLAST

Protein search significance shows the importance of PSI-BLAST (Position
Specific Iterative BLAST), which uses iterative BLASTP. Iterative BLASTP
searches are more sensitive to locate conserved domains in query protein
sequences, which is the main focus of this dissertation.

The first iteration of PSI-BLAST is BLASTP with the standard substitution matrix,
a matrix containing values proportional to the probability that one amino acid is
replaced by another amino acid for all pairs of amino acids. PSI-BLAST uses the
gapped BLASTP program for searching the query protein sequence against the
protein database. Once proteins similar to the query sequence (known as
relatives) are found, PSI-BLAST constructs a profile and multiple alignments
based on these relatives. This profile is then compared to the protein database to
seek local alignments using the BLASTP program. In the second iteration once
the local alignments are constructed, PSI-BLAST estimates their statistical
significance to find new relatives.

Now a new profile is generated and PSI-

BLAST iterates using this new profile. The process is repeated for a given
number of iterations or until no new relatives or protein sequence matches are
found thus reaching convergence [2, 60]. In this research we used four iterations
as they are sufficient for sensitive homology searching, and any more iterations
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may lead to profile wander [29, 52]. Figure 2.5 illustrates PSI-BLAST.

2.3 Multiple Sequence Alignment Algorithms

Sequences of different organism are often related. Based on the evolutionary
process genes are conserved across widely divergent species. These genes
sometimes perform the same functions and sometime mutate to perform different
functions through the application of natural selection [7]. Hence multiple
sequence alignments play a major role in assessing the sequence conservation
of structural and functional properties among the family of sequences. Multiple
alignments of proteins are used for applications such as phylogenetic tree
estimation, secondary structure prediction, and critical residue identification
[103]. In this dissertation the multiple sequence alignments of protein sequences
are used to build HMMs and for secondary structure prediction. Multiple
sequence alignments are more difficult than pairwise alignments, thus MSAs
require sophisticated methodologies such as heuristic methods. Some popular
MSA tools are CLUSTALW [99], T-COFFEE [100], MAFFT [101], PRALINE
[102], MUSCLE [103], and DIALIGN-T [104]. This dissertation uses CLUSTALW
and MUSCLE for building MSAs as described in the following section. The
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Figure 2.5: Working of PSI-BLAST [2, 98].
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multiple sequence alignment of the MCP domain against the NR database is
shown in Figure 2.6.

2.3.1 CLUSTALW and MUSCLE

CLUSTALW is a popular multiple sequence alignment program available since
1988, where W represents the weights allocated to the sequences. CLUSTALW
first performs pair-wise alignments of the sequences. Then the phylogenetic tree
is built based on the alignment scores of genetic distance between the
sequences. Finally dynamic programming is used to align the sequences
sequentially [99]. This implies most closely related sequences are aligned first
and other sequences are added to this alignment.

MUSCLE has three stages: draft progressive, improved progressive, and
refinement. At each stage a MSA is generated and improved in the succeeding
stage. In stage one, a draft MSA is generated first from the similarity measure
using the k-mer counting or global alignments. The triangular distance matrix is
built from the pairwise similarities and a tree is constructed from the matrix. An
alignment is built by following the tree to the root. In stage two, a similarity
measure is computed using the fractional identity computed in the previous
multiple alignments. A tree is constructed using a Kimura distance matrix
(defined below) and this tree is compared with the previous one. Stage two
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Figure 2.6. Multiple sequence alignment of MCP domain against NR database.
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iterates until the tree converges when a new progressive alignment is built. In
stage three, the multiple alignment is further refined and the process iterates a
user specified number of times unless it converges.

Kimura distance: This is a rough-and-ready distance formula for
approximating PAM distance by simply measuring the fraction of amino
acids, p, that differs between two sequences and computing the distance
as [115,116]

D = log e ( 1 - p - 0.2 p 2 )
MUSCLE is used because of its speed and accuracy; MUSCLE is as accurate as
CLUSTALW [99] and takes two to three orders of magnitude less time than
CLUSTALW [103]. On the other hand CLUSTALW is also used in this
dissertation as some of the secondary structure prediction tools take the
alignment only from the CLUSTALW program.

2.4 Profile Hidden Markov Models and Protein Domain Identification

A multiple sequence alignment of homologous sequences is generated using a
Hidden Markov Model (HMM) considering different possible combinations of
matches, mismatches, and gaps. A profile HMM represents a multiple sequence
alignment profile. The profile HMMs are used for gene finding, sequence
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composition and pattern analysis, phylogenetic analysis, and protein secondary
structure prediction [36]. Sequence Alignment and Modeling Software System
(SAM) [37, 38] and HMMER are commonly used HMM tools. HMMER operations
rely on accurate construction of the profile HMMs. These HMMs are applied to
protein sequence databases for homology determinations used for extending the
protein families that are used for finding functional annotations of query
sequence. HMMER functions are based upon a profile HMM architecture which
is constructed using a plan-7 model [39]. The plan-7 architecture is constructed
using the Viterbi algorithm [37, 39]. The HMMER tool package is used to search
the protein sequences against the protein domain databases of HMM models
and identifies the protein domains in the query protein sequence [36].

2.4.1 HMMER Suite

The HMMER package is widely used for the detection of protein sequence
homology, functional annotation, and protein family classification. It uses profile
Hidden Markov Model (HMM) methods for sensitive database searches. Multiple
sequence alignments are used as search queries to build statistical models for
database searches. The HMMER package has different programs for use [28].
•

Hmmbuild: builds profile HMMs using multiple sequence alignments

•

Hmmcalibrate: calculates accurate expectation values for sensitive
database searches
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•

Hmmsearch: searches for new homologies using the profile HMMs

•

Hmmpfam: identifies protein domains

•

Hmmalign: aligns multiple sequences to an existing model

•

Hmmindex: indexes the HMM database

•

Hmmfetch: extracts a model from HMM database

•

Hmmconvert: converts file formats

•

Hmmemit: emits sequences from the HMM database

Hmmpfam is used for detecting known domains in a query sequence by
searching against the library of profile HMMs such as the Pfam and SMART
databases. The input to the HMMER tool is the file with the query sequence or a
batch file with multiple sequences, which is searched against the database of
HMMs.

Query sequences are searched one at a time and each search is

independent of the other. Thus, HMMER searches can be easily made
concurrent by exploiting embarrassing parallelism similar to BLAST searches.
Figure 2.7 shows the working of the HMMER programs [105].

2.4.2 Domain Identification Tools

Different domain resources such as Interpro [62], PROSITE [63], Pfam [64],
PRINTS [65], ProDom [66], SMART [34], and CDD [67] are available [58]. Many
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Figure 2.7: Working of HMMER tool [105].
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techniques and algorithms are proposed for protein domain identification and
discovery; this dissertation surveys them. DOMAINATION, a web-based tool,
recognizes domain insertions and permutations [29]. DOMAINATION uses PSIBLAST along with methods to cut the query sequence into domains. Once the
query sequence is cut into domains, PSI-BLAST is run on each domain to
generate a Multiple Sequence Alignment (MSA) and the results from PSI-BLAST
are then used for further database searches. The process is repeated until no
more new sequences are found by PSI-BLAST or domain cutting finishes.

MyHits is an interactive web server with resources for protein annotations and
domain identification [30]. There are two different types of MyHits users. One is
a guest user who can access searches only for publicly available databases and
another is a requested user who has access to both private and public
databases. MyHits includes standard bioinformatics tools for use along with
protein motif databases. These databases contain pre-computed lists of matches
between the sequences and motif databases [30].

THOR is another web-based tool for domain discovery [31]. THOR compares the
HSPs (High Scoring Pairs) generated by all significant hmmsearch searches of
the HMMER tool.

New alignments and HMMs are built using hmmalign,

hmmbuild, and hmmcalibrate. This iterative procedure is repeated until no new
entries are added to the alignment to generate a final alignment, which is used
for domain discovery [31].
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SMART (Simple Modular Architecture Research Tool) [32] is another web-based
tool for protein domain identification and analysis of domain architectures with an
emphasis on eukaryotic mobile and signal transduction domains. Later SMART
included extracellular GPS and PSI domains, intracellular signaling domains, and
splicing factor domains with all the members of a domain family having complete
taxonomic information. SMART uses HMMER2 to search their HMMs [32, 33].

Lachlan et al [35] used the HMMER tool to search the Pfam database. They
included the knowledge of the taxonomic distribution of protein domains for
searching the Pfam database to enhance protein domain recognition, which was
validated using PSI-BLAST. They found 4447 new instances of Pfam domains in
the SP-TREMBL database by including the taxonomic distribution [34].

DOMPRO employs machine learning in the form of recursive neural networks for
domain identification [35]. The neural networks are a combination of profile
derived from evolutionary information using PSI-BLAST predicted secondary
structures and predicted relative solvent accessibility in a 1D-recursive neural
network.

These are commonly used tools and algorithms for protein domain identification.
Various algorithmic and architectural improvements for the BLAST and HMMER
tools are described in section 2.6.
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2.5 Secondary Protein Structure Predictions

Secondary structure predictions help in deriving protein structures and functions.
The secondary structure prediction applications assist in classifying proteins,
separating domains, and identifying functional motifs [106]. The secondary
structure predictions can be particularly helpful in determining tertiary structures
via fold recognition methods [107, 108]. New concepts and approaches are
proposed for secondary structure predictions and improvements. Some of the
popular approaches that claimed to have higher accuracy are the combination of
neural networks and the position-specific scoring matrix generated from PSIBLAST, a support vector machines approach, and a simple statistical model
approach [106].

Various tools used for secondary structure predictions are PSIPRED [109], Sspro
[110], PROF [111], Jpred2 [112], PHD [113], and SVMpsi [107]. According to
Burkhard Rost [108] 88% is the limit of prediction accuracy; according to his
review PROF and PSIPRED are the two tools best attaining 77% and 76.6% of
accuracy. The SVMpsi claims to have attained 78.5% accuracy, the highest
reported.

The prediction method in PSIPRED is divided into three stages. In the first stage
PSI-BLAST is used to build profiles using the custom sequence database instead
of the nr database. In the second stage a neural network architecture is used to
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build the initial secondary structures. Finally the predicted structures are filtered
in the third stage to produce accurate secondary structures. The new release of
PSIPRED2 achieved 78% accuracy on average.

VISSA (Visualization of Secondary Structure elements of Improving multiple
Alignments) provides a good color-oriented visualization of predicted secondary
structures to check for the consistency between multiple sequence alignment
features and the secondary structures [114]. The VISSA technique consists of
data processing and visualization. In data processing CLUSTALW is used for
generating the MSAs and the secondary structures are predicted for each
sequence using PSIPRED. An XML file is generated with the alignments,
predicted secondary structures, metadata, and confidence values. This
dissertation uses PSIPRED and VISSA [114] for secondary structure predictions
and visualization to verify the new domain models generated by the automated
tool chains that are described in the third chapter.

All the above sections describe the background relating to the problem
addressed in the dissertation. The next few sections describe the algorithmic and
architectural advancements to reduce the computation time.
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2.6 Algorithmic and Architectural Accelerators of BLAST and HMMER

Different algorithmic and architectural approaches were used to speedup the
BLAST and HMMER tools; these are described in the following sections. Three
levels of parallelism exist for large batch BLAST processing: fine grained,
medium grained, and coarse grained.

In

fine-grained

parallelism,

the

comparisons of alignments are done in parallel. One input query sequence is
aligned with one target sequence of the database, and the alignments of the
comparison are done concurrently. In medium grained parallelism the database
is partitioned into fragments, and one input query sequence is aligned with
multiple target sequences of each database fragment in parallel. In coarsegrained parallelism, the database is replicated and multiple input query
sequences are independently processed using this replicated database [19,20].

The nucleotide and protein sequences in various databases are growing at an
exponential rate [26], and doubling their size every six months [40], but according
to Moore’s law [27] the number of transistors on a chip double every 18 months.
Processor performance improvements are not keeping up with the growth of
sequence databases. This led to porting of the BLAST and HMMER algorithms
onto supercomputers, clusters of computers, shared memory architectures, and
also network of workstations. Parallel virtual machine (PVM) libraries [19] along
with message passing interface (MPI) [23] libraries and Linda [19, 20] were used
to speed up both BLAST and HMM searches.
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2.6.1 Algorithmic Speedups

The past decade, many parallel approaches of BLAST were developed such as
TurboBLAST [21], Hyper-BLAST [22], mpiBLAST [23], BLAST services on
OBIGrid [25], and ScalaBLAST [26]. There are advantages and limitations with
each of these different parallel BLAST algorithms. NCBI has developed their own
multithreaded version of BLAST on shared-memory multiprocessor architectures
[21]. This multithreaded version does not scale up very well because of the
bandwidth limitations of the number of processors on a bus in shared-memory
multiprocessor. TurboBLAST addresses the problem of multithreaded BLAST by
coordinating the use of multiple copies of serial BLAST applications.
TurboBLAST uses networked clusters of heterogeneous personal computers or
workstations for multiple copies of serial BLAST to provide results similar to NCBI
BLAST. TurboBLAST is also portable to parallel supercomputers and worldwide
computing grids [21]. The developers of TurboBLAST claim a speedup of 16X
with 11 nodes and a speedup of 14X on 8 nodes for two different data sets [21].
On the other hand Hyper-BLAST claims to overcome the limitations of inter-node
parallelism by logically partitioning the database, proper initiation, and the
coordination of communication protocols of BLAST used on the remote node.
The developers of Hyper-BLAST claim to achieve a speedup of 12X on a 2-way
8-node cluster [22].
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Since BLAST is both computationally intensive and embarrassingly parallel for
independent BLAST sequence searches, MPI is used by mpiBLAST to parallelize
BLAST [23]. In mpiBLAST the database is divided into fragments. Each node
searches a smaller portion of the database, as the communication demands are
not heavy. This database segmentation reduces the overhead of disk I/O and
intercommunication between nodes achieving good speedups [23]. The authors
of mpiBLAST [23] claim achieving near linear speedups of BLAST in most cases
and super-linear speedups in low memory cases for hundreds of nodes. The
pioBLAST is an optimized version of mpiBLAST, which allows flexible database
partitioning using caching techniques, enabling parallel I/O on shared files and
performing scalable result processing protocols [24].

High-throughput GRIDBLAST services are provided by OBIGrid [25]. The
GRIDBLAST system consists of a query splitter, job dispatcher, task manager,
results collector, and formatter. It uses servers and heterogeneous remote
worker nodes, with different BLAST implementations and job schedulers for
massive batch processing.

The parallel approaches described above are scalable from tens to hundreds of
nodes but cannot handle thousands of nodes [26]. Hence the developers of a
new parallel approach called ScalaBLAST [26] claims it scales linearly to
thousands of processors on both distributed memory and shared memory
architectures. ScalaBLAST adopted the features of previously implemented
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parallel BLAST algorithms such as distributing the target databases across
available memory, multi-level parallelism, parallel I/O, and latency hiding
techniques through data pre-fetching, and effective task scheduling, for huge
batch processing inputs [26].

2.6.2 Architectural Speedups

To speed up sequence analysis and protein domain identification, different types
of computer architectures and custom-built hardware architectures are used. This
dissertation targets job level parallelism for PSI-BLAST. Since there is no
dependency between two PSI-BLAST sequence searches, and cluster
computing is a cost effective solution to speedup such applications

[41].

Supercomputers such as Blue Gene/L are needed for applications that require
millions of BLAST searches per day. A Blue Gene/L system comprised of 4096
nodes with dual 700 MHz PowerPC 440d processors is capable of performing 2
million BLAST searches a day against the nr (non-redundant) database that had
2.5 million-protein sequences at that time, achieving good speedups and
efficiency [42]. BLAST searches are memory, bandwidth, and I/O intensive
programs [43, 44]. On shared memory processor systems, BLAST uses threads
to achieve parallelism [43]. In shared memory processor architectures bus
bandwidth can be a problem if all the processors share the same memory bus.
Specialized hardware architectures used to speedup BLAST include Processor
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In Memory (PIM) [44], and Field Programmable Gate Arrays (FPGAs) [45, 121,
122, 123].

Both coarse-grained and fine-grained parallelism is exploited to design
specialized hardware architectures to accelerate HMMER algorithms. HMMER is
a computationally intensive algorithm, so higher the processor speed the faster
the execution [46]. Hyper-threading and load balancing play significant roles in
increasing speedups of HMMER [46]. JackHMMER exploits the coarse-grained
parallelism to accelerate the profile-HMM searches [47]. JackHMMER [47] is a
version of HMMER designed to run on an Intel IXP 2850 network processor that
consists of heterogeneous multi-core processors. It uses a high degree of thread
level parallelism on network processors, which outperforms the hyper-threaded
HMMER version on Pentium 4. ClawHMMER, a streaming algorithm written in
the Brook language, is a version of HMMER designed to run on graphics
processors outperforms CPU implementations by many folds shown in table 2 of
the paper [48]. FPGAs are used to design an accelerator for HMM search that
exploits both coarse-grained and fine-grained parallelism [49]. FPGA-based
hardware accelerator of HMM search achieved 100-fold speedup over the
software HMM search implementation [49]. Opteron processors are also used to
accelerate HMMER searches with minimally invasive recoding, and the authors
claim to achieve better performances than Intel architectures [50]. This
dissertation will take advantage of available accelerated algorithms and
architectures and use them to accelerate our automated tool chain for protein
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domain modeling. The next chapter describes the automated tool chain design
for addressing the protein domain-modeling problem.
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Chapter Three
Automated Tool Chain Design

There are three different aspects of protein domain modeling: domain
identification, domain verification, and domain discovery. Hence for the domain
identification process we used PSI-BLAST to get all the immediate relatives of
the query unknown region, and then performed a HMMER search on the
resultant similarity matched sequences. The HMMER tool identified the domain
models for some immediate relatives of the query unknown regions. This shows
the domain models in Pfam database are not sensitive enough to consider all
plausible relatives of an unknown region. Hence tools currently in use such as
HMMER are not sensitive enough by themselves to identify all plausible domains
for a specific unknown region from the given Pfam domain models.

Thus the combination of the PSI-BLAST and HMMER tools are explored to
search deeper and get all probable relatives, even more distant ones, of the
query unknown region and check whether HMMER identifies any domains for
these sequences. For domain verification process one has to perform exhaustive
PSI-BLAST searches on every matching unknown region till no new matching
proteins are acquired. The exhaustive PSI-blast process is an attempt to define
the entire space of related sequences in the nr database, which is tedious and
time consuming. Hence we took ten matched peptide sequences from the PSIBLAST resultant file, picked five from the middle and five from the bottom of the
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resultant proteins. These ten sequences are the matching regions of the resultant
proteins that are similar to our query unknown region but not the entire protein
sequence. Now PSI-BLAST is run on these 10 sequences individually that will
result in most of the related sequence space. HMMER tool is used to identify the
domains for these resultant proteins from the PSI-BLAST searches and check
any domains existed in these similarity regions. Again some domains were
identified in these distant relatives that were missed before. Thus concluding the
domain models in the Pfam database are not good enough to identify domains
for these distant relatives. By domain verification process, we make sure that no
domain knowledge is currently present for the query unknown regions for which
no domains are found. These peptide regions are used for discovering new
protein domain models.

This led to the development of a tool chain that is sensitive enough to find all the
domains that are likely for a protein, also considering related proteins to that
specific query protein. PSI-BLAST is a sensitive searching tool that identifies all
probable related proteins or relatives that matched the specific query protein.
Then hmmpfam is run on all the related proteins from PSI-BLAST to identify the
domains. This process is performed manually, which takes a considerable
amount of time per query sequence, and currently there are no publicly available
tools to automate this process. This led to the development of the automated tool
chains that combine the PSI-BLAST and HMMER tools for domain identification
and domain verification that are described in the sections 3.1 and 3.2.
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Once the domains of all proteins of a specific genome are identified using
hmmpfam search using the Pfam database by the automated tool chain. There
are many peptide regions in these proteins for which no domains are identified
but have potential regions for new domains. This resulted in the development of
a new automated tool chain that can be used for domain discovery. We retrieve
all the peptide regions for which no domains are identified based on the existing
domain model databases using the domain identification and domain verification
tool chains. This new automated tool chain uses a combination of the MUSCLE
and HMMER tools to discover new domain models. First all the sequence
similarity regions resulting from the PSI-BLAST search are retrieved. Then the
MUSCLE tool is used to generate the multiple sequence alignments. The
HMMER tools are used to generate the new domain models and are also used
for verification of these newly generated models. The automated tool chain used
for domain discovery is explained in the section 3.3.

3.1 Domain Identification Automated Tool chain (DIAT)

This section describes different tools used in this automated tool chain along with
improvements implemented to reduce the computation time. Two different tools
of the NCBI BLAST suite, one tool of the HMMER package, and resultant data
file manipulation tools are used to design this automated tool chain. First, all the
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unknown regions for which there are no domains identified by HMMER tool for a
specific genome are extracted. Shewanella and E.coli genomes were used as
the test bench genomes for this dissertation. All the unknown regions that do not
have any domains are extracted from the MIST database. Only the unknown
regions greater than 80 AA are considered for further analysis, as the smaller
domains averages around 100 AA in size. For these peptides, the BLAST input
generator tool (as shown in Figure 3.1) generates a fasta format file known as
PSIIN as shown in Figure 3.2. These fasta files are inputs to the automated tool
chain. Now the blastpgp tool is used to get all the closest relatives of the query
unknown region from the protein database as shown in Figure 3.3. The various
parameters used for running the blastpgp tool are described below.

The database used for searching is the nr (non-redundant) protein database
(Figure 3.4). Four PSI-BLAST iterations are sufficient for sensitive homology
searching, and any more iterations may lead to profile wander [29, 52]. The
output file can be generated in different file formats such as text, XML, and
ASCII. Two parsing tools are written one for parsing the tab delimited BLAST
output and another for XML BLAST output.

The PSI-BLAST tool generates an output file known as PSIOUT as shown in
Figure 3.5. PSIOUT is parsed using the BLAST results parsing tool and all the
proteins that pass the threshold of 0.001 are extracted to reduce the false
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MiST Database

Peptide sequences

Fasta format
generator

BLAST input file

Figure 3.1: BLAST input generator

>24371603_342-457
LTGENLEMTEEKGYSVYRISAKTGLGVDELKQHLKSLMGYQSNLEGGFIARRR
HLEALEIAASHLQLGKEQLEVYLAGELLAEELRMAQLALSEITGRFTSDDLLGKIF
SSFCIGK
Figure 3.2: Input query (unknown region) to PSI-BLAST.
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Figure 3.3: The core modules of the DIAT
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Figure 3.4: Screenshot of section of nr protein database
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Figure 3.5: Tab-delimited PSI-BLAST output file (PSIOUT)
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positives [2, 29]. The resulting PROTOUT file from the parsing tool consists of
the protein identification number in the GenBank Identification number along with
the starting and ending AA sequence numbers representing the region of the
similarity match with the query sequence. The entries in the PROTOUT file are
sorted in assending order based on e-value.

Based on prior knowledge and the design of the automated tool chain, a
database was created to save computation time. A reference database known as
refDB with two tables, refProteins and refDomains, is created. The refProteins
table consists of the ID and name for each new protein resulting from PSI-BLAST
searches. The refDomains table consists of all the domain information resulted
from hmmpfam searches, such as domain name, the starting and ending AA
sequence numbers representing the domain region and protein name that
resulted in the above domain. These two tables are used as a database to house
the information of every new protein hit from the DIAT tool chain.

Once the results from PSI-BLAST are obtained, the Hmmer input generator tool
checks the protein IDs against the refDB database to see whether there are any
hits in the database as shown in Figure 3.6. Only the new protein hits that are not
present in refProteins table are used to generate the input file for the HMMER
tool. For the proteins that are found in the refDB, domain information is retrieved
from the refDomains table for further analysis.
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Figure 3.6: HMMER input generator
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refProteins and
refDomains

Next db2fasta is used to extract the fasta sequences for all the proteins from the
nr database and populate a fasta file known as HMMIN by the Hmmer input
generator tool. This file is used as the input file for the HMMER tool. The
hmmpfam of HMMER tool is used for the domain identification, which outputs all
the domains possible for the proteins in HMMIN using the Pfam database shown
in Figure 3.3. The hmmpfam tool evaluates whether a match is significant or not
and outputs the domains with significant matches using the Pfam database
(Figure 3.7).

The hmmpfam output is a huge text file known as HMMOUT with all the proteins
and their significant domains as shown in Figure 3.8. The HMMER results parser
tool is used to parse HMMOUT and output the results into a file known as
DOMOUT1 with protein name, domain names, and the starting and ending AA
sequence numbers representing the domain region. The data from the
DOMOUT1 file is used to populate the refDomains table of the refDB database.
Once the results from the HMMER tool are generated, the new domain
information for the new protein hits along with the domain information of the
repeated proteins from the refDomains table is used to generate the DOMOUT2
file. DOMOUT2 file consists of the entire domain information for all the proteins in
the PROTOUT file for the respective query unknown region. As the number of
proteins in the refDB database increases, the chances of finding protein hits from
the database tables increases, thus reducing the computational time drastically
by eliminating the need for HMMER reevaluations.
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Figure 3.7: Screenshot of section of Pfam Database
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Figure 3.8:Typical HMMER output file (HMMOUT)
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Finally, the final results parser tool compares the outputs generated by the PSIBLAST results parser tool (PROTOUT) and the HMMER results parser tool
(DOMOUT2) to check whether there are any domains present in the similarity
regions of the matching proteins and populates the FINALOUT file. The
FINALOUT consists of the entire protein and domain information. If the tool chain
identifies no domains, FINALOUT reflects this result. The flow diagram of the
DIAT is shown in Figure 3.9. Once all FINALOUT files of all the unknown regions
are generated, these files are parsed and the domains identified for the unknown
regions of the entire genome are used to populate the PepDomDB database that
is describe in the section 3.4.

3.2 Domain Verification Automated Tool chain (DVAT)

The same tool set used for DIAT is used in DVAT but is slightly modified for
speculative domain discovery and this process is called domain verification. Two
different tools of the NCBI BLAST suite, one tool of the HMMER package, and
data file manipulation tools are used to design this automated tool chain. The
input to DVAT is all the unknown regions for which no domains are identified by
DIAT along with the PSIOUT files from DIAT of the respective query unknown
region. In DIAT only the close relatives for the specific query unknown region are
found but in DVAT all the possible relatives for the specific unknown region are
found by repeating the PSI-BLAST on various protein hits obtained from the PSIBLAST results of the DIAT tool chain.
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Figure 3.9: The Domain Identification Automated Tool chain flow
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The flow diagram of DVAT is shown in Figure 3.10. The DVAT tool chain
incorporates the DIAT approaches to save time. First ten proteins are picked
from the PSI-BLAST resultant file of a specific unknown region. Five of these ten
proteins are picked from the middle of the PROTOUT file and five from the end of
the PROTOUT file. Then the similarity matching AA regions to the query
unknown region are extracted for all these ten proteins from the fasta sequence
file generated by the db2fasta tool from the nr database. Finally these ten
matching sequence regions are used as the input to the PSI-BLAST searches
instead of the entire fasta sequence of these similar proteins.

PSI-BLAST is run on all these ten matching sequence regions for four iterations.
The PSIOUT files from the PSI-BLAST search are parsed and PROTOUT files
are generated. The proteins from the PROTOUT files are first searched against
the refDB database to check the repeated proteins. Only new proteins hits are
used to generate the fasta sequence file that is used as the input to the HMMER
tool. For all the repeated proteins, domain information is retrieved from the
refDomains table of the refDB and the DOMOUT1 file is populated for further
analysis. Next hmmpfam is run on all the new protein hits for domain verification,
and the domain regions are compared to the matching peptide sequences to see
whether there are any domains present in these regions similar to the DIAT
results. Also the refDB is updated from the results generated from the HMMER
process similar as in DIAT tool chain. A careful check is performed to match the
results from hmmpfam to the correct peptide sequences, as there are ten
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Figure 3.10: The Domain Verification Automated Tool chain flow
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matching sequence regions here instead of one unknown region as in the DIAT
tool for a query sequence. This process is repeated on all unknown regions of
the input genome data file for which no domains were identified by the DIAT
process.

If any domains are identified for either of these 10 matching peptide sequences,
the DVAT tool chain will disregard this unknown region for speculative domain
discovery. This means there are domains for the distant relative of the specific
query sequence, and hence these unknown regions are not used for new domain
discovery modeling. The rest of the unknown regions for which no domains are
identified in any of the ten matching regions are the templates for speculative
domains; these are used for the domain discovery process as described in the
following section.

3.3 Domain Discovery Automated Tool chain (DDAT)

The domain discovery automated tool chain uses a different set of tools when
compared to DIAT and DVAT for domain discovery process. We use the
MUSCLE and HMMER tools along with resultant data file manipulation tools for
domain discovery. The core modules used for building DDAT are shown in
Figure 3.11. All sequences for which no domains are found in either the domain
identification or domain verification processes, are used as inputs to the DDAT
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Figure 3.11: The core modules of the Domain Discovery Automated Tool chain
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tool chain. First the MSA (Multiple Sequence Alignment) input generator retrieves
all the resultant protein matches from the PSI-BLAST search for the specific
query sequence. The input to this tool is the PROTOUT file generated by the
DIAT tool chain. Then retrieving the amino acids sequence of the matched
regions of the resultant similar proteins generates the MSAIN file. The flow
diagram of the MSA input generator is shown in Figure 3.12.

As shown in Figure 3.11 the MSAIN file is fed to the MUSCLE tool for generating
the multiple sequence alignments. The input to MUSCLE is either the amino acid
or nucleotide sequences. The multiple sequence alignment file generated by
MUSCLE is known as MSAOUT as shown in Figure 3.11. The MSAOUT file is
inputted to the HMMER tool and hmmbuild is run on the multiple sequence
alignments to build a HMM. This HMM is calibrated using hmmcalibrate. The
HMM file is known as HMMOUT. HMMOUT is then fed into hmmsearch to search
against the nr database for matching proteins. The resultant file from hmmsearch
has proteins and matching regions similar to the PROTOUT file from the DIAT
tool chain, hence it is called PROTOUT1 as shown in Figure 3.11.

A comparison of the protein results from hmmsearch and the proteins used to
generate the MSAIN file is performed to check whether there are any additional
proteins resulted from the hmmsearch. If no new proteins are found this indicates
that the HMM model generated by the DDAT tool chain is a potential new domain
model. If new proteins resulted from the hmmsearch are not in MSAIN proteins,
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this will result in further analysis of these new proteins. These additional proteins
are then fed into HMMER tool and the hmmpfam along with the refDB is used to
get the domains for these additional proteins. Then all the domain information is
retrieved to build a DOMOUT2 file either by running hmmpfam on the new
proteins or checking the refDB for existing proteins as shown in Figure 3.13. If
the matching regions of these proteins correspond to an already existing domain
model, this will imply that these are poor domain models in the Pfam database
and need to be improved. And if the matching regions of these proteins do not
result in any known domains, this implies that this HMM is a potential new
domain model.

The Figure 3.13 shows the flow of the DDAT tool chain. The FINALOUT resulted
from the tool chain will reflect whether the HMM model generated by the DDAT
tool chain is either a new domain model or a poor existing model. These models
are further analyzed by checking whether there are any secondary structures for
these domain models. This output of the tool chain will give biologist a starting
point to work on new domains rather than wasting time exploring the huge
sequence space.
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3.4 PepDomDB Database

The PepDomDB database consists of the unknown regions for which domains
were identified in the DIAT and DVAT tool chains. The database consists of the
peptide id along with sequence information in PepInfo table. Domain information
in DomInfo table consists of the respective peptide id to which this domain
belongs, along with the domain name and domain sequence from and domain
sequence to. This PepDomDB database can be used to further reduce the total
computation time with a modified approach as follows. Whenever a new peptide
sequence is sequenced. If the researcher wants to know the possible domains.
One can search against the PepDomDB if the sequence matches 100 percent,
then the domain information can be retrieved from the database. The
computation time to retrieve information from the PepDomDB will be much
smaller than the computation time required to run the DIAT and DVAT process
on the peptide sequence. This PepDomDB database will be useful when it is
made publicly available.

3.5 Domain Model Verification

The new domain models of Shewanella and E.coli genomes resulted from the
unknown regions that are greater than 80 amino acids long and are between two
known domains are used for further analysis. The secondary structures were
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developed for these new domain models using VISSA [114] to check for the
alpha helixes and beta sheets. Further these sequences were uploaded to
PHYRE [117] (Protein Homology/analogY Recognition Engine) to check for the
resemblance with the existing known domains or protein structures.

The next chapter describes the protein domain modeling results obtained by
using Shewanella and E.coli genomes.
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Chapter Four
New Domain Model Results

In this chapter we discuss the results obtained from the three phases of the
genome-wide protein domain exploration using automated tool chains.
Shewanella and E.coli genome sequences are used and the domain models for
these two genomes are constructed. Figure 4.1 and 4.2 shows the different
length distributions of the unknown sequences obtained from the Shewanella and
E.coli genomes respectively. The automated tool chain generated new domain
models for both the Shewanella and E.coli genomes, proving the robustness of
the design.

The input sequences for the automated tool are unknown regions that pass the
following filters:
a. The unknown regions are greater than or equal to 80 amino acids. This
sequence length is small enough to identify smaller domains and long
enough to avoid noise.
b. The unknown regions should not have any known domains, or coiled coil
regions, or segments of low compositional complexity to reduce the
computational time.
c. The unknown regions are extracted from the start of the protein sequence
to the start of a domain, between domains, or between the end of a
domain and to the end of the protein sequence as shown in the Figure 1.5.
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Figure 4.1: Sequence lengths distribution of Shewanella genome
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Figure 4.2: Sequence lengths distribution of E.coli genome
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These sequences are then fed into the automated tool chains and new domain
models are constructed at the end. The results obtained by individual phases of
the domain exploration tool chain are discussed in the following sections.

4.1 Test-bench Files

Two test-bench organisms are used as inputs for the automated tool chains. Both
Shewanella and E.coli are metabolically versatile bacteria [118, 119]. Shewanella
has the ability to convert uranium dissolved in contaminated ground water to a
non-soluble bi-product, preventing uranium contamination [119]. This ability of
Shewanella makes it an important factor in cleaning up uranium when nuclear
weapons are manufactured. Hence lot of effort is put into understanding
Shewanella organism. The Shewanella genome has two input files, the first test
bench has a total of 2867 unknown regions that passed the filters, denoted as
the GENWIDEshew file used for protein domain modeling. The second test
bench of 100 unknown regions of Shewanella genome for which the results were
obtained manually, denoted as the MANGEN file. MANGEN is used to
authenticate the working of the automated tool chains.

E.coli is able to grow in the presence and absence of oxygen thus making this
organism important. E.coli is present in the lower intestines of mammals. E.coli
assists with waste processing, vitamin K production and food absorption. E.coli
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also causes diseases such as urinary tract infection, meningitis and pneumonia.
Hence E.coli is one of the extensively studied organisms. There are 235
unknown regions that passed the filters for the E.coli genome denoted as the
GENWIDEecoli used for protein domain modeling. Thus these two bacteria’s
make excellent test bench organisms.

4.2 DIAT Results

DIAT was run on 2867 unknown regions of the Shewanella genome and 235
unknown regions from the E.coli genome. E.coli is one of the most studied
organisms and was sequenced much earlier than Shewanella; hence it resulted
in fewer sequences with unknown domain regions than Shewanella even though
both have around 5000 proteins in their genome. For the Shewanella genome
PSI-BLAST was run for four iterations on the 2867 sequences, resulting in
576,010 total protein matches, out of which only 342,233 were unique proteins.
This means that some proteins were found in more than one of the PSI-BLAST
result files. These unique proteins are used to build the refProteins table of the
refDB. Only these unique proteins are inputted into the HMMER tool. Hmmpfam
is run on these unique proteins with all the significant domain results documented
in the refDomains table of the refDB database. A total of 798,914 domains were
identified for these 342,233 unique proteins, averaging a little more than 2
domains per protein.
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The PSI-BLAST searches for the input sequences for E.coli genome resulted in a
total of 61,921 protein matchs out of which 47,498 were unique proteins. Out of
these 47,498 unique proteins there was no information in the refDB for only
10,436 proteins, hence only these new proteins were inputted to HMMER tool to
get their domain information. Having the refDB database saved almost four fifths
of the search time. These 10,436 proteins resulted in 32,729 domains, averaging
around 3 domains per protein. The new proteins and domain information are
added to the refDB database.

The domain information for all the matching regions of the protein sequences is
retrieved from the refDB database. A check is performed to see whether there
are any sequences for which domains are identified by the DIAT tool chain and
the results are populated in the FINALOUTs. For the Shewanella genome out of
2867 input sequences domains were identified for 1664 sequences by DIAT tool
chain. For the E.coli genome out of 235 input sequences domains were identified
for 171 sequences by DIAT tool chain. The rest of the sequences 1203 for
Shewanella and 64 for E.coli are used as inputs to the DVAT tool chain for
further analysis. Figure 4.3 illustrates the DIAT results flow.

For the 1664 unknown regions of the Shewanella genome, a total of 3295
domains were identified including 1016 unique domains and their distribution is
shown in Figure 4.4.
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Figure 4.3: Domain Identification Automated Tool chain results flow
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For some peptides more than one domain was found. For 171 unknown regions
of the E.coli genome, a total of 420 domains were identified including 248 unique
domains and their distribution is shown in Figure 4.5. For some unknown regions
more than one domain was found.

Tables 4.1 and 4.2 show domains that were identified by DIAT tool chain in
unknown regions of the Shewanella and E.coli genomes respectively. Table 4.1
shows all the domain models that were identified by DIAT tool chain in 20 or
more unknown regions of the Shewanella genome. For E.coli genome top 20
identified domain models were retrieved based on the frequency of occurrence in
unknown regions as shown in Table 4.2. For example from Tables 4.1 and 4.2 it
is clear that the PAS domain models were identified in unknown regions of both
Shewanella and E.coli genomes, hence these domain models need to be
modified so that HMMER identifies these unknown regions. This statistics of the
identified domains will help us with genome wide domain modeling of the
Shewanella and E.coli genomes.

4.3 DVAT Results

All the unknown regions for which no domains are identified in the DIAT tool
chain are used as input sequences for the DVAT tool chain. For the Shewanella
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Table 4.1: DIAT domain statistics for Shewanella genome
Domain Name
PD40
HisKA
TPR_1
TPR_2
TPR_4
TPR_3
Sel1
SBP_bac_3
Fer4
PKD
Big_2
LacI
Epimerase
Rve
HAMP
GGDEF
PAS_4
PAS
PAS_3
TonB_dep_Rec

Frequency of
occurrence
20
21
31
37
31
24
28
20
28
30
22
24
22
27
37
26
32
36
30
30
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Table 4.2: DIAT domain statistics for E.coli genome
Frequency of
Domain Name
occurrence
Fil_haemagg
4
Pertactin
4
Big_1
4
TonB_dep_Rec
9
Plug
7
DEAD
4
Helicase_C
10
ResIII
7
HisKA
8
PAS
8
PAS_3
6
PAS_4
10
HAMP
7
GAF
8
HATPase_c
4
GGDEF
7
HisKA_3
4
SMC_N
5
ABC_tran
4
Molydop_binding
5
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and E.coli genomes a total of 1203 and 64 unknown regions were submitted to
the DVAT tool chain. The DVAT tool chain is similar to the DIAT tool chain
except now for each query sequence we have ten input sequences as explained
in chapter 3. For query sequences that resulted in ten or less PSI-BLAST protein
matches in DIAT, all the matching protein regions are used as inputs. Hence the
problem size and PSI-BLAST computation time increases for the DVAT tool
chain when compared to the DIAT tool chain. On the other hand, as most of
these input sequences are similar they resulted in many repeated proteins that
reduced the problem size and hmmpfam computation time for the DVAT tool
chain.

For the Shewanella genome, the total number of input sequences for the DVAT
tool chain are 9,770. The PSI-BLAST searches for these query sequences
resulted in a total of 994,960 proteins including only 100,978 unique proteins.
Because 833,932 of the proteins are repeated, the search time for HMMER tool
is significantly reduced for the DVAT tool chain. For the E.coli genome, 734 input
query sequences resulted in 112,431 significant protein matches from PSIBLAST searches, including only 14735 unique proteins. This classification of
proteins resulted in saving significant amount of computation time. A database
check is performed to verify how many of these proteins already existed in the
refDB to further save HMMER computation time. For the Shewanella genome out
of 100,978 unique proteins, 75,648 had information in the refDB database, so
hmmpfam was run on only 25,330 proteins.
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And for E.coli out of 14,735, hmmpfam was run on only 2264 proteins with the
information for the rest of the proteins retrieved from the refDB database. The
FINALOUT files for all these query sequences were built using the PROTOUT
files and domain information from the updated refDB database. For the
Shewanella and E.coli genomes, out of 1203 and 64 query unknown regions,
domains were identified for 340 and 26 sequences, hence these are not
submitted to the DDAT tool chain. The remaining sequences, 863 from
Shewanella and 38 from E.coli, are potential sequences for domain discovery
that are sent to the DDAT tool chain. Figure 4.6 illustrates the DVAT results flow.

Statistics were taken for Shewanella genome for 340 unknown regions for which
domains were identified in at least one of the ten query sequences used in DVAT
tool chain. A total of 1347 domains were identified, out of which 312 domains
were unique and their distribution is shown in Figure 4.7. A total of 98 domains
were identified for 26 unknown regions of the E.coli genome, out of which 33
domains were unique and their distribution is shown in Figure 4.8. For some
peptides more than one domain was found. Tables 4.3 and 4.4 show domains
that were identified by DVAT tool chain in unknown regions of the Shewanella
and E.coli genomes respectively. From Tables 4.1, 4.2, 4.3, and 4.4 it is clear
some of these domain models in Pfam database are not complete to detect all
unknown regions that match those domains. Hence with the use of DVAT tool
chain Pfam domain models can be modified even considering the distant
relatives. For example ‘rve’ domain from Table 4.3 is identified by DVAT tool
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Figure 4.6: Domain Verification Automated Tool chain results flow
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Table 4.3: DVAT domain statistics for Shewanella genome
Frequency of
Domain Name
occurrence
MMR_HSR1
11
AT_hook
15
MTS
10
Methyltransf_12
10
Methyltransf_11
10
rve
257
PAS_3
14
Abhydrolase_1
12
HisKA
10
GAF
11
HAMP
18
PAS
10
PAS_4
14
Involucrin
10
PT
14
ABC_tran
14
Molybdopterin
12
GXGXG
10
DnaJ_CXXCXGXG
11
Cytochrom_C552
12
Helicase_C
20
UPF0020
10
CMAS
10
Radical_SAM
11
YfaZ
10

Table 4.4: DVAT domain statistics for E.coli genome
Frequency of
Domain Name
occurrence
Exonuc_VII_L
7
tRNA_anti
7
DHH
5
CCG
5
DnaG_DnaB_bind
5
Sigma70_r4_2
7
Molydop_binding
12
Molybdopterin
5
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chain in 257 different unknown regions that were missed by HMMER search
using this domain model. Thus ‘rve’ domain model need to be revised to identify
these missing sequences.

4.4 DDAT Results

All the unknown regions for which no domains are identified in either the DIAT or
the DVAT tool chains are used as input sequences to the DDAT tool chain. For
the Shewanella and E.coli genomes, a total of 863 and 38 unknown regions were
inputted to the DDAT tool chain. The PSI-BLAST protein matches for these
sequences are retrieved from the PROTOUT files and the matching regions of
these similar proteins are used to construct the multiple sequence alignments.
The multiple sequence alignments are used to build the HMMs. These new
domain models are used to search against the nr database using hmmsearch
and the matching proteins are retrieved from the nr database. A final check is
performed to retrieve known domains as explained in section 3.3. All the
sequences for which no known domains are identified are plausible regions for
new domains.

For the Shewanella genome DDAT is run on 863 unknown regions. The HMMs
are built and these domain models are used to search against the nr database.
The resulting proteins from the search are matched to the protein list generated
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by the DIAT and DVAT tools. The search resulted in 22,690 unique proteins of
these only 16,420 had no information in refDB. For these 16,420 proteins
hmmpfam was run and the results were stored in refDB. For the E.coli genome
DDAT is run on 38 unknown regions. The HMMs are built and searched against
the nr database resulting in 4201 proteins that were not found in PROTOUTs of
the DIAT and DVAT tools, of these proteins only 989 had no information in refDB.
For these 989 proteins hmmpfam was run and the results were stored in refDB.

FINALOUT files are constructed comparing the matching regions of the protein
matches resulted from the hmmsearch and the domains identified for these
regions by hmmpfam. A final check is performed to see whether there are any
known domains in these proteins matching regions. For the Shewanella genome,
13 out of the 863 unknown regions have known domains in the similar protein
regions. None were found for the E.coli genome. So a total of 850 new domain
models were discovered for the Shewanella genome and 38 new domain models
for the E.coli genome. These new domain models will be further investigated
individually and could be added to Pfam database.

Figure 4.9 shows the pictorial representation of the genome-wide protein domain
modeling of Shewanella using the automated tool chains.
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DIAT

2867

Genome wide peptide sequences of
Shewanella

DVAT

2867

1203

Sequences with no domains
identified in DIAT

DDAT
1203

863

Sequences with no domains
identified in DVAT

13

863

850

New domain models for
Shewanella genome
Figure 4.9: Automated tool chain flow using Shewanella genome
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4.5 Domain Model Verification Results

Using PHYRE [117] search secondary structures of some newly discovered
domain models are retrieved. The new domain models were matched from 100%
to 0% to the existing secondary structures. The domains that matched 100% will
have the properties of the matched domains. The domains with 0% match are
completely new domains for which no knowledge is found in the current
databases. A total of 20 models for Shewanella and 30 models for E.coli were
constructed using PHYRE. Out of these 50 models only 15 models had
estimated precision match greater than 50% with the know domain models or
proteins. This shows the percentage of novel domain models yet to be
discovered is higher than already existing models, which indicates a huge scope
of discovering new domain knowledge. This shows the robustness and efficiency
of the automated tool chain in discovering new knowledge. Figure 4.10 and 4.11
shows secondary structure matches of one Shewanella and one E.coli domain
models generated by PHYRE search.

The next chapter describes the computation times for running the automated
tools, a study of performance metrics for better resource utilization, and some job
distribution techniques.
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Figure 4.10: Shewanella domain model with 100% precision with EF-G Cterminal domain from PHYRE search. The red areas indicate alpha helixes, blue
areas indicate beta sheets, and gray areas indicate coil regions.
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Figure 4.11: E.coli domain model with 0% precision with PDZ domain from
PHYRE search. The red areas indicate alpha helixes, blue areas indicate beta
sheets, and gray areas indicate coil regions.
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Chapter Five
Computational Results

One has to perform thousands of PSI-BLAST searches, tens of thousands of
HMMER searches, and hundreds of multiple sequence alignments per genome
for domain modeling. There are hundreds of sequenced genomes with millions
yet to be sequenced. Thus scaling and performance evaluation play a major role
in speeding up this process, efficiently using the resources, and managing the
results. This chapter discusses the computation time required to model
Shewanella and E.coli genomes. This chapter also investigates architectural
assessments of different processor architecture such as Opteron, Sparc, and
Xeon, along with multicore and threading assessments. Finally concludes with
the job mapping and distribution algorithms for cluster computing.

The characteristics of BLAST and HMMER algorithms are shown in Table 5.1.
The MUSCLE tool space complexity is O( N 2 + L2 ) , and time complexity is
O( N 4 + NL2 ) where L is the typical sequence length and N is the number of
sequences. MUSCLE takes comparatively less time to execute. MUSCLE is the
fastest multiple sequence alignment tool, faster than the most commonly used
CLUSTALW [99]. Most of the computation time is spent for hmmpfam searches
of HMMER tool when compared to any other tool used by the automated tool
chains. Thus this chapter focuses more on characterizing the hmmpfam
searches.
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Table: 5.1: BLAST and HMMER suite statistics.
BLAST suite

HMMER suite
Algorithms
hmmpfam

blastpgp

Computational Complexities
O(MN) where M is length query
O(QT) where Q is the length of the
sequence,
query sequence, T is the number of
N is the number of protein sequences Domain models. O(mQT) m is
in database
number of proteins

nr protein database (Jan 2007)

Databases
Pfam_ls (PFAM21 domain
database)

Database size
~3 GB with around 3 million proteins ~700MB with around 9000 families

Integer intensive

Yes

TXT and XML

Operations
Integer intensive
Multi-threaded
Yes
Output file types
TXT
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5.1 Architectural Assessment

The various test bench architectures used to run the PSIBLAST, and HMMER
tools are Sun 1350 MHz SparcV9 dual core processors with 4GB RAM, Dell
3.20GHz Intel(R) Xeon(TM) dual core processors with 4GB RAM, and AMD
2.60GHz Opteron(tm) Y255 dual core processors with 4GB RAM. Various protein
sequences of lengths varying from 100 amino acids to 20,000 amino acids are
used for generating computation times on all these architectures. The
computation times for PSI-BLAST and hmmpfam on these three architectures
are shown in Figures 5.1 and 5.2 respectively.

From the Figures 5.1 and 5.2 it is clear that the Opteron out performed the Xeon
and Sparc, and Xeon had a better performance than Sparc. We had access to
Sun Sparc clusters and Intel Xeon cluster. The choice is obvious we picked a
cluster of Intel Xeon processors for generating the protein domain modeling
results. The cluster has 12 nodes and each node have two dual core 3.20GHz
Intel Xeon processors with 4GB RAM. Hence the cluster had a total of 24 dual
core processors. This cluster is used to generate protein domain models for
Shewanella and E.coli genomes.
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Architectural assessment of PSI-BLAST
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Figure: 5.1: Comparison plot of PSI-BLAST computation times between Sun
Sparc, Intel Xeon, and AMD Opteron.
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Architectural assessment of Hmmpfam
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Figure: 5.2: Comparison plot of HMMER computation times between Sun Sparc,
Intel Xeon, and AMD Opteron.
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5.2 Computation Times for Shewanella and E.coli Genome-Wide Domain
Modeling

The MANGEN and GENWIDEshew files have a total of 100 and 2867 input
unknown regions. The MANGEN file is used to validate the DIAT tool that is
described in the section 5.4. The computation time for both test bench files for
the Shewanella genome using DIAT tool chain is shown in Table 5.3.

These are initial time measurements recorded for running the DIAT tool chain on
the Shewanella genome. There are no initial refDB entries, so refDB was built
using the results from first DIAT run on GENWIDEshew file. Later this refDB was
used to generate DOMOUT files and for the proteins with no domain information
in refDB, hmmpfam was used to get domain information and the refDB is
updated. This saved significant amount of time for DVAT and DDAT tool chain
runs. The total time taken to run DVAT and DDAT on Shewanella is shown in the
Table 5.4. Both DVAT and DDAT tool chains were run using same cluster as
DIAT. The significant decrease in the computation time using refDB will be
clearer from the Figures 5.3 and 5.4.

The GENWIDEecoli test bench file has only 235 input unknown regions resulting
in smaller computation times. The PSIBLAST of DIAT and DVAT tool chain for
GENWIDEecoli test bench file resulted in 47498 and 14735 proteins respectively.
Only 30% of DIAT resultant proteins and 15% of DVAT resultant proteins did not
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Table 5.3: Comparison of DIAT on GENWIDEshew and MANGEN files
Test bench files
MANGEN
GENWIDEshew

DIAT
~20 hrs
~9 days

Table 5.4: Computation times of DVAT and DDAT for GENWIDEshew file

Tools
DVAT
DDAT

GENWIDEshew
~95 hrs
~74 hrs
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2867 Shewanella
and
235 E.coli
sequences

Couple of
minutes

refDB
check

342,233 and 10,436
proteins for
Shewanella and
E.coli

BLAST
Tool

576,010 and 61,921
proteins for
Shewanella and
E.coli

Shewanella
~17hours
E.coli ~26 minutes

342,233 and 47,498
unique proteins for
Shewanella and
E.coli

HMMER
Tool

Unique
proteins
Generator

789,914 and 32,729
domains for
Shewanella and
E.coli

Shewanella ~8 days
E.coli ~ 7 hours

Domains were
identified for 1664 and
171 sequences of
Shewanella and E.coli
genomes respectively

Final
results
generator

Shewanella ~ 2 hours,
E.coli 10 minutes

Figure 5.3: Domain Identification Automated Tool chain computation time results
flow
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9770 Shewanella
and
734 E.coli
sequences

BLAST
Tool

994,960 and
112,431 proteins
for Shewanella and
E.coli

Shewanella ~44
hours
E.coli ~35 minutes

Couple of minutes

refDB
check

25,330 and 2264
proteins for
Shewanella and
E.coli

100,978 and 14,735
unique proteins for
Shewanella and
E.coli

HMMER
Tool

Unique
proteins
Generator

~2M and 331,872
domains for
Shewanella and
E.coli

Shewanella ~47.5
hours
E.coli ~69 minutes

Domains were
identified for 340 and
26 sequences of
Shewanella and E.coli
genomes respectively

Final
results
generator

Shewanella ~ 1 hours,
E.coli 15 minutes

Figure 5.4: Domain Verification Automated Tool chain computation time results
flow
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have any information in refDB database. Hence hmmpfam was run only on these
proteins thus saving significant amount of time. The Table 5.5 shows the
computation times for DIAT, DVAT, and DDAT tools for GENWIDEecoli test
bench file. The reduction in the computation time from days to hours is because
of the intelligent use of the existing domain information from refDB.

5.2 Multicore Architectures and Threading

The popularity of multicore processors is increasing, as their performance is
better than single core processors. The multicore processor has more than one
CPU (Central Processing Unit) on the chip and respective caches. An Intel dual
core processor has two CPUs and both the CPUs share a single coherent cache
on the other hand AMD dual cores have individual caches. This is the reason
why AMD Opteron outperformed Intel Xeon in the previous section. The goal of
this study is to utilize the multicore architecture in the clusters for optimum work
distribution.

Table 5.5: Computation times of DIAT, DVAT, and DDAT for GENWIDEecoli file

Tools
DIAT
DVAT
DDAT

GENWIDEecoli
~8 hrs
~3 hrs
~3 hrs
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The threading capability of both the PSI-BLAST and HMMER tools are explored
to test number of core utilization versus computation time. The HMMER tool
allocates two threads by default and PSI-BLAST tool allocate only one thread by
default. Since PSI-BLAST and HMMER are the two most extensively used tools
in the automated tool chains, studies were conducted to optimize resource usage
for the faster completion of these tasks. A dual-core (2 CPUs) Intel Xeon
processors is picked for the study. One other study was performed using Intel
Xeon single core processor on which hyper-threading was enabled. The
operating system sees two processors instead of one if hyper-threading
technology is enabled.

The threading functionality of both BLAST and HMMER tools are explored to
derive optimized number of threads for a query sequence of particular length.
Three sets of data are collected for blastpgp and hmmpfam runs. The first set of
data is generated using only one of the two cores of the Xeon processor, always
with a load on the second core. The second set of data is generated using both
cores of the processor. And the single core Xeon processor generates the third
set.

Neither PSIBLAST nor HMMER uses the dual core functionality of the processor
to cut down the computation time to half. The performance obtained using
threads is not greatly affected by the dual core architecture even though using
one core of dual core processor outperformed single core architecture. One more
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interesting discovery, as the sequence length increases the number of threads
required for optimum performance increases. For PSIBLAST runs using one core
3-4 threads give good performance. For PSIBLAST using both cores of dual core
processor runs using 3-4 threads give good performance for sequences less than
5000 amino acids and 4-5 threads for sequences greater than 5000 amino acids.
For best performance of time and cost, PSIBLAST should be run on one core
using 4 threads.

HMMER does not take advantage of threading for sequence lengths smaller than
200-300 amino acids using one core of the dual core processor. For sequences
of length 400 or above 3-4 threads gives good performance. Using both cores of
the dual core processor for sequences smaller than 500 AAs 2 threads gives
good performance. For best performance of time and cost, HMMER should be
run on one core using 3 threads.

5.3 Validation of DIAT

First, two PSI-BLAST iterations are run in the DIAT tool chain, hmmpfam is run
on the proteins resulted from the PSI-BLAST searches for domain identification.
Out of 97 unknown regions for 70 different proteins in the MANGEN file, the DIAT
tool chain identified domains for 61 unknown regions; DIAT missed only 3 protein
hits. The reason for this is the domains for a protein were identified in iteration 5
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Table 5.6: Statistics for Domains identified for MANGEN file of Shewanella
genome using DIAT.

Test bench file
MANGEN (2-iterations)
MANGEN (4-iterations)

Unknown regions
domain hits
61
70

with Missed domains
by DIAT
3
0

and the standard practice is to perform only 4 iterations. The other two proteins
domains were identified in iteration 3 and DIAT performed only 2 iterations. DIAT
identified domains for 16 proteins that were not found manually, as DIAT used
the latest Pfam database (PFAM21). Next the DIAT tool chain was run with four
PSI-BLAST iterations, this time there were no missed protein hits. The DIAT tool
chain identified domains for all the proteins similar to manual search along with
hits for an additional 25 proteins. The results in Table 5.6 show the robustness of
the tool chain and its contribution to new knowledge.

5.4 Solved Programming Challenges

The automated tool chain was designed using the PHP (Hypertext Preprocessor)
scripting language. PHP is a server-side HTML (Hypertext Markup Language)
embedded scripting language. PHP is helpful to make the results web accessible
very easily and it is simple to parse the resultant files in different formats to
populate various databases. The results form PROTOUT and DOMOUT files are
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used to populate the refDB database. The refDB database was generated using
SQLite and also a text file of the entire refDB database was generated. The
refDB was used to generate the domain information and from which the final
resultant files are derived. Two programs were generated one to retrieve
information from the SQLite database and another from the text file database.
The program written to retrieve the data from text file used hashing technique
and was three times faster than retrieving data from SQLite database. Hence the
text file refDB was used to retrieve the domain information. Hashing technique
was also used to compare PROTOUT and DOMOUT files to generate
FINALOUT files faster thus saving lot of parsing time.

5.5 Job Mapping and Distribution

The problem size is huge; currently we have 12.9 million proteins in our
database. The distribution of sequence lengths of these 12.9 million proteins is
shown in the Figure 5.5. Statistics were derived from protein length distributions
that shows 98.2% of all proteins have lengths less than 1000 amino acids. The
average protein length is 269 amino acids with a standard deviation of 265 amino
acids. The minimum and maximum lengths are 2 and 36,800 amino acids with 75
% of all proteins sequences have lengths less than 320 amino acids. Hence we
need an efficient job-mapping algorithm for optimum performance to evenly
distribute these proteins of varying lengths across computing clusters that is the
primary goal of this research.
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Figure: 5.5: The distribution of protein sequence lengths of 12.9 million protein
sequences currently available (Image added with the permission of Luke Ulrich).
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Two different approaches for scheduling the jobs on the cluster are discussed in
this section. One is the algorithmic approach for PSI-BLAST jobs and the other is
based on equations or mathematical approach for HMMER jobs. The goal of the
job scheduling on the clusters is to finish the computation on all nodes at the
same time so that there is no wait for one processor to finish. So based on the
unknown region length and the number of sequences, each node is allocated
with certain amount of work so that all nodes finish at the same time.

5.5.1 PSI-BLAST Job Scheduler

The PSI-BLAST run times are random and do not depend on amino acid lengths
or number of sequences in a file. Based on number of relatives present for a
proteins sequence and the number of iterations to reach convergence varies thus
varying the computation time. Which means some protein sequences converge
in 2 iterations and some can run for 10 iterations and still not converge. One
more interesting discovery was running individual PSI-BLAST was faster than
combining sequences together in a file. This led to the development of the
algorithmic approach to distribute the PSI-BLAST runs individually using bins.
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There are ‘P’ processing nodes in the cluster and the number of bins is ‘B’. One
bin is allocated to each processing node. The jobs are distributed across the
cluster using the following algorithm.
Job allocation algorithm steps for PSI-BLAST
1. Generate B=P bins
2. Populate an array with the input sequences
3. Sort the array in descending order based on sequence lengths
4. Traverse the array one by one by allotting each sequence to a
bin in the order
binCounter=0;
foreach( array as sequence){
binCounter++;
Allot sequence to Bin( binCounter);
if(binCounter==B){
binCounter=0;
}
}

Once the jobs are distributed across the bins, each bin is allocated to a
processor. Next all the jobs are put into queue for each processor with biggest
jobs first. The smallest sequence length of job is 80 amino acids as this was the
cutoff used for input query sequences. A jobCheck program was created to
identify unfinished or failed jobs and allot these failed jobs to the processor
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queues with least number of jobs left. This program also checks for the empty
queues and allocates the unfinished jobs for other queues to the empty queue
thus keeping the balance. Using the job allocation algorithm and the jobCheck
program all the processors finish the execution almost at the same time.

5.5.2 HMMER Job Scheduler

The hmmpfam run times using 16 different proteins is shown in Figure 5.6. These
16 proteins used are around 25000 AAs in length. The run times are recorded by
varying the lengths of these sequences by 200 AAs starting from 80 AAs. From
the Figure 5.6 it is clear that there are two linear regimes, connected by a smooth
transition curve between these two regimes. The hmmpfam runs take advantage
of number of sequences in a file that means the time taken to run N sequences in
a file is less than the sum of time taken to run N sequences individually. Now we
added one more dimension to our curve that is number of sequences in a file.
We plotted a curve using three variables, length of protein sequences, number of
sequences in a file, and the time taken for the runs. Figure 5.7 show the threedimensional curve plotted using GNUPLOT. Logarithmic scale is used to plot this
curve. We see the same characteristics in this plot similar to two-dimensional plot
in Figure 5.6. There are two linear regimes connected by a smooth transitional
region.
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Figure: 5.6: Comparison plot between hmmpfam computation times and amino
acid lengths for 16 different protein sequences of varying lengths from 100 amino
acids to 24000 amino acids.
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Figure: 5.7: Three dimensional comparison plot between protein sequence
lengths, number of sequences in a file and their respective computation times for
hmmpfam jobs
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We used the least square fitting algorithm to generate a surface that connects all
the points to derive equation to define our model. There are two regimes and the
transition takes place ~8000 amino acids length for this architecture. We derived
a surface formula that represents the time predicted to run hmmpfam on a cluster
for jobs of varying lengths and number of sequences. Here AA is the total
number of amino acids of all the sequences in the job and N is the number of
sequences in the job. T is the time taken for the job to finish.

The a’s and b‘s coefficients tells information about the computational power of
the architectures on which the hmmpfam is run. We applied inverse tangent
curve to connect these two linear regimes. The Time T that define entire model
is as follows

⎛⎛
⎛⎛
(AA − (c1N + c0 ))s ⎞ ⎞⎟ ⎞⎟
(AA − (c1N + c0 ))s ⎞ ⎞⎟ ⎞⎟
⎜ ⎜⎜1 − tan −1 ⎛⎜
⎜ ⎜⎜1 + tan −1 ⎛⎜
⎟⎟
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1
.
57
1.57
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⎜⎝
⎝
⎠⎠ ⎟
⎝
⎠⎠ ⎟
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)
×
+
+
+
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a
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a
a
N
0
x
y
⎟
⎜
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2
2
⎜
⎟
⎜
⎟
⎜
⎟
⎜
⎟
⎝
⎠
⎝
⎠

-- equation 1
The coefficients c1,0 are related to the edges between these two regimes. The
equation (c1 N + c0 ) when evaluated for N=1 shows the maximum number of
amino-acid in one sequence that it would run the program in a efficient way, in
our case this number is 7800 AA. Also there is the coefficient ‘s’ that defines how
smooth the transition between the two regimes is. Therefore the function tan-1 is
related to the connection between these two regimes. The two linear regions are
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Table 5.7: Protein statistics in three different ranges.
Ranges

Sequence %

AA %

Range1 (<150 AAs)
Range2 (>=150 <=1500)
Range3 (>1500)

32.9
66.5
0.6

12.1
82.8
5.1

Computation
time (hours)
61277
163303
4767

an efficient regime that means the error generated by the equation is negligible
and the non-linear region of the curve is inefficient regime as the error in this
region is higher. The jobs are distributed in the cluster considering this
inefficiency.

Based on the sequence lengths the jobs are classified into three different groups.
Jobs with sequence lengths less than 150(range1), the jobs in between 150 and
1500(range2), and the jobs with sequence lengths greater than 1500(range3).
These numbers are picked considering the inefficiency of the equations and the
statistics of sequence lengths. Out of 12.9 million sequences the percentages of
number of sequences and number of amino acids, and estimated computation
times in hours using equation 1 for each range is shown in the Table 5.7.

To efficiently distribute the work and to easily identify the failed or unfinished
jobs, the sequences were divided into bins. The computation time for each bin is
multiple of 2 hours. A program is designed to distribute the sequences in each
range into bins of four hours each. The total numbers of 4-hour bins for range1,
range2, and range3 are 15338, 40708, and 1145 respectively. Sample bins were
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taken from each range and tested on the cluster. The estimated time and the
computation time for some random sample sizes and the sample sizes of 4-hour
bins and 8-hour bins are shown in Table 5.8. The samples from range 2 and
range 1 are more efficient than range 3, which means the estimated time is close
to the computation time. Hence the bins are allocated to the job queue in the
order of range3, range1, and range2 respectively so that all the compute nodes
finish the computation almost at the same time.

The next chapter put forth the achievements and contributions of this research
along with conclusions and future work.
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Table 5.8: The estimated and computed times for some sample files.
Computed time Estimated time
SeqLength_number (seconds)
(seconds)
61_292
14633
14423
106_274
14580
14401
124_268
14472
14425
151_259
14436
14432
172_252
14372
14414
272_225
14309
14451
875_135
13971
14403
987_126
13961
14438
1411_100
13948
14453
1645_90
13945
14498
3236_53
14851
14558
4974_36
16329
14559
7241_15
11373
15093
7718_13
10799
15924
16953_6
15329
15924
1342_207
27990
28829
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Chapter Six
Conclusions and Future work

This dissertation enables genome-wide protein domain modeling, one of the
most important problems in biology, using high throughput and high-resolution
automation techniques with better quality, speed, and cost effectiveness than
manual procedures.

This dissertation describes a new automated tool chain for protein domain
modeling. This new bioinformatics application generates protein domain models
much faster, which enables biologist to use their valuable time in the labs rather
in front of computers. With the use of cluster computing, genome-wide protein
domain modeling is made easier. With the help of supercomputing the protein
domain modeling can address entire protein databases. The rate at which new
protein domain knowledge can now be generated will revolutionize the science
and encourage the use and design of automated bioinformatics tools.

During the course of design of the automated tool chains for protein domain
modeling, many other tools were generated that are beyond the scope of this
dissertation. This dissertation lead to important contributions such as:
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1. Protein domain modeling automated tool chain design
Three automated tool chains are developed, for protein domain
identification (DIAT), verification (DVAT), and discovery (DDAT). These
tool chains are new additions to bioinformatics tools and will be made
publicly available. The knowledge from the domain discovery model will
help in detecting speculative regions for possible new domain discovery.

2. Feedback on the effectiveness of Pfam HMMs
The domain hit/miss statistics from domain identification models and
domain verification models will assist us in evaluating the effectiveness of
Pfam HMMs. This will assist us in suggesting the modifications for
changing the HMMs based on the statistics generated for the various
domains in genome-wide analysis, so that no domains are missed based
on the evolutionary relatives.

3. Architectural and algorithmic assessment of automated tool chain
Performance evaluation of multicore architectures, and clusters of
computers is explored in this dissertation for better-automated job
allocation. Threading functionality of BLAST and HMMER tools is explored
to reduce the computation time.

4. Job mapping, task management and results management
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Since there are millions of sequences to model, an effective job-mapping
algorithm is designed to distribute the jobs evenly across available nodes
in a cluster. A task manager script is designed to check on unfinished
jobs or blocked jobs, and these unfinished jobs will be allotted to other
processors so that valuable information is not lost. Finally, all results
generated by the automated tool chains are uploaded into the PepDomDB
database for storage and future reference.

5. Protein domain database generation
A PepDomDB database for peptides and their respective domain
information is generated. This database is ready to be public once the
domain information for all genomes is populated. One major challenge is
to keep this database schema scalable and up to date as new domains
are discovered. The design of this database will lead to faster domain
modeling of newly sequenced genomes.

6. New protein domain knowledge generation
New protein domain models are generated for Shewanella and E.coli
genomes for the peptides for which no domains are currently present in
the MiST database. The statistics of various domains identified for
Shewanella and E.coli genomes are documented for genome wide domain
modeling. The work is in progress to generate the protein domain
knowledge for all the genomes in MiST database.
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This dissertation resulted in new knowledge about protein domain modeling. This
dissertation also generated statistics for missed domain models using existing
Pfam database to give feedback to improve domain models. This efficient
domain modeling on a genome-wide scale will help biologists to solve problems
like protein functions, structures and folding. The design of an automated tool
chain will be greatly helpful for biologists who now perform sequence similarity
analysis manually, thus saving tremendous effort that can be directed towards
laboratory experimentation. The primary contribution of this dissertation is a set
of automated tool chains for protein domain modeling to explore the problem of
genome-wide analysis, including a good foundation for using the most
appropriate architectures for huge problem sizes.

From the results it is clear that the DIAT tool chain identified all the domains that
were manually generated along with some new domains for the query unknown
regions, thus demonstrating its robustness and effective design. The time taken
to generate the results was a few hours using cluster computing when compared
to months of work done manually for 100 sequences. Using a small cluster of
computers, domain models were generated for thousands of unknown regions of
the Shewanella genome in few days, and hundreds of unknown regions of the
E.coli genome in few hours. This showed the tool chains ability to help in the
process of deriving important biologically relevant information from completely
sequenced genomes.
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Web access to automated tool chains for protein domain modeling needs to be
designed and implemented on a dedicated cluster for public use. Publicly
available PepDomDB database should be created in such a way that registered
users can upload new domains and peptides after the verification process is
completed.

Implementing the automated tool chains on supercomputing

architecture to solve bigger problems remains to be explored.
progress

to

design

an

automatic

job-mapping

algorithm

Work is in
for

different

architectures. Finally, secondary structure predicting tools could be added to the
automated tool chain for further analysis.
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